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L U C  O p e n s  D r i v e  
T o  R a i s e  $ 3 5 0 0
All MoniesWSSF Needs 
Help; President 
Asks Your Aid
Allocated 
To WSSF
It is certainly difficult in the' T „  .. ,
midst of all the physical and psy- c Lawrence United Charitiefl
chological ailments’ that we our- K<>t its drive under way yesterday
selves are apt to be subject to at with a convocation at the R io
this time of year to worry about Theater featuring Jirina Hrazdilc*. 
other people s lack of well-b e i n g.
But that, by virtue of our human- va’ ^ ‘P00 exchange student, as 
ity, is what we are called upon to the speaker, and showing a film 
do. e^ntitled, “This is Their Story.**
Particularly we are asked to be 
concerned about the poor fortune— 
indeed the MISERABLE fortune— 
of young people of college age in 
various backward and ill-favor e d 
parts of the world, who do not 
have even a part of the chance we 
have for health and education. And 
this through no fault of their own: 
they just did not happen to be born 
where we were born.
Fortunately the World Student
A goal of $3.rt00 has been set 
for the drive, which ends Mon­
day. The entire amount will be 
allocated to the World Student 
Service Fund, for aid to foreiga 
students. During the next t hr e e  
days, all students and faculty 
members will be contacted by 
I.IT solicitors.
“LUC believes that a unifiedService Fund exists and has the 
organization to help these y o u n g  drive is stronger and makes a bet- 
people and is doing a good job at tor appeal to the campus as a 
it. And w  also have an active whoU. „  it is |)rcsl,nlod duri, a 
group on this campus in the Law- . *
rence United Charities assisting in s * period of time, Dan Teas, 
their good work co-chairman said this week. “The
Your leaders in this charity arc LUC campaign replaces all other 
now asking you for help. They are chari drivcs .. he addcd 
doing a job that needs to be done. .
and one that we .should all he anx-1 WSSI« is an international organi* 
ious to do. They are doin", it for zation to which IB other countries 
us. Our part is to get behind them, as well as the United States cotv
to help them by giving, and also . . . .  , ........ __ tubute. r utids arc used to provide.wherever we can by speaking up
T h e  L U C  advisory board a t their fina l p re-Chnstm as m eeting are (I. to r bock row) Susan  ¡ ' V  have made s u b X ^ « ^  T Z Z . T 'Z ? ™
Fry, M erton M . Sealts, Eva H irsch , George Chand ler, W . Burnet Easton, and Jean  Eiss; (front 
row) M iss W ilm a  D. Shultz, E la ine Johnson an d  D aniel Teas.
Fillion Urges 
Lawrentians to 
Support WSSF
L e t t e r s  R e p o r t  U s e  
O f  W S S F  A l l o c a t i o n s
stantial contributions to the pro*; Elaine Johnson and Teas, the c«h 
sram ol the World Studont ServiceLhairmim or , uc h, h 
fund in earlier years. This is sint-l , . _
piy to urge you to find out what it merlv the C ampus ( hest, were 
is. and then to do it again! )° l!u* P°s‘*,on on October
NATHAN M PUSEY Student executive com»
imittee. LUC is a permanent on» 
ganization under the SEC.
Under the leadership of Tea»
, und Miss Johnson an advisory
Opportunities Open 
For Foreign Travel
Foreign travel is being offered 
to students by the Academic Tra-
For us. one of the most compel­
ling facts about WSSF is that it is' Money which Lawrence students
the only one of the many service have contributed to WSSF in past hostels in Munich. “ We saw a 
organizations devoted exclusively years has done much to bring aid mess hall tor l»l* students. This vel association for the summer of 
to student aid. Granted, the Mar- to those less fortunate students " a* •" or ,eJW l*>r>0. Three to four weeks of travel
shall Plan and other service or- abroad. thf* basement of a ruined build« in England and France is being or­
ganizations, such as CARE and Since most of the WSSF funds fered, with additional weeks i n
UNNRA. have given aid to stu- have been spread out over wide
dents, along with the other foreign areas of the world, it has not al-
needy populations. WSSF’s exist- ways been possible to see exact-
ence. however, is a recognition of ly where money contributed by
the fact that the STUDENT pop- Lawrence Is used. However, let-
ulation of any country is its most ters have been received by Ll'C
important human resource, espe-,1 from all parts of the world tcll-
It was packed when we went in- other European countries, 
to lunch. The students, I noticed. Prices range from $<¡20 to $720 
were eating from tin plates with with additional charges for the ex­
handles and on these the whole tra weeks in countries other than 
meal appeared to be served at one England and France. Included is 
time. World Student Relief recent transportation to and from Europe, 
ly contributed to the cost of run- board and room and an education
Cieily in terms of the future; and in* of the specific uses’ of Law- ,l5nK this moss hall when it was a. and recreational program which 
that the development of that re- rence funds. A glimpse through threatened with having to c I 0 s e includes concerts, lectures, sir it- 
•ource requires the satisfaction of these letters reveals the n  ork through lack ot funds seeing, social and sports events,
special needs. These special needs that WSSF is really doing.
cannot be adequately met by A letter from Kiyo Takeda. sec- ■ ▼ ii * l  . i ■ if* 
blanket relief; hence, the exist retary of the World Student Relief * ICIIK M P OUT L U v  
once of WSSF. ¡committee in Japan, tells of a ship-
What we must face squarely is ment of 10 typewriters and supplies 
the fact that to no one else are and a large quantity of vitamin 
these special needs of our foreign tablets made possible by the Law-
fellow students as significant as rence contributions. The typewrit- y l  x O  # ^  _  1f r V / % i  n * r
they are to us. We. alone, can have ers wilt be used for a typewriting | f J C I  T t  r O C f O  U S  L J O l  I Of ■ O f  T O w i S  
any real idea of the urgency of self-work project and the tablets
Here's How LUC Will Spend
Government aid goes to heavy in-their situation. If anyone is to help will be given to diseased students |jy DAVE Dl'FFEY them, and we know they must be who constitute 40 per cent of the S i jyj.,jn ^all ¡s
helped, we are the ones. Their sit-student body. ‘ ‘ ‘ ” " " J " dustry and economic reconstruc*
Uation is the mutual concern of all A recent letter from Siam ac- don t get enough to eat. T o u g h  tion. It is not
Students everywhere. 'knowledges the rec< ipt of pifts of isn't it? Well then, how would you for individual
Wt aro fortunate in having WSSF books from World Student Service |jkc to trade that steam heated relief. Students
as the agency through which we relief. The books are deepl> «PPre- f t dy ha„ k t a( n 1 ^  ^ % ^  abroad will be
can help. Tt is doing an intelligent ciatcd, and have been sent out on r *71 helped only us
and inspired job for us. We can be loan for circulation to the College coze 23 decrees fahrenheit. or nr-*. 9  the country as a
proud to call it our service organ- of Agriculture, Mcdicinc and Poli- combat middle i'.eed spj ead with a whole recovers
board was established in formu­
late M 'C  policies and to advise 
the co-chairmen In the execution 
of the drive. The board Is made 
up of the two co-chairmen, three 
members of the faculty who hold 
tlicir position for a tliree-y e a r  
term on a rotating basis and four 
students who will hold their po- 
sition until graduation. The mem­
bers of this year's advisory board 
are Teas, Miss Johnson, Merton 
Sealts, W. Iturnet Easton. Miss 
Wilma L. Shull/. Jean Kiss, Su­
san Fry, Fva lllrsch and George 
Chandler.
The LUC advisory board makes 
a study of the various charity and 
relief organizations and chooses 
those most worthy of student sup­
port for its allocations. After in­
vestigation, the board decided to 
allocate the entire amount raised 
by the drive to the WSSF.
New Foreign 
Study Directories
f i r e  A v a i l a b l e
ization.
JOHN
ß illh a a 'id t
tical Sciences. Some have also been hearty diet consisting of bean milk, 
FILLION sent to two hosnitals and the school powdered ei.’.gs and peanut butter.
________  ¡of Nursing and Midwifery in Rang- This to be eaten alongside some
kok, for the use of students who unfortunate wretch who is cough- 
badly need modern textbooks. inK nut the bloody shreds of his 
A report from Pat Morrison lungs with an advanced case of 
tells of the work that WSSF is 
doing in rebuilding the studentToday
Basketball vs. Carleton — there
All school mixer — campus gym «a«*l I ■
— 8:30-10:30 p.m. j W l l C h  L e C I V G S  P O S t
Jimmy James’ Orchestra.
Tomorrow
Basketball vs. Macalester —there
Swimming vs. Milwaukee State Robert S. Wilch,
To Study Ministry
former ad­
ministrative assistant in charge of 
placement and public affairs, has 
enrolled in Northwestern Lutheran
According to an announcement
by Dr. B. W Van Hiper, director 
of the American Express comapny 
«ducatlon.il travel division, a di­
rectory of foreign universities is 
available to the public and lists 
more than 2'M) institutions of higher 
learning in foreign lands.
Copies are now available for 
reference at all American Express 
company district offices and agen­
cies. where they may be consulted
Tuberculosis. Helluva poor educa-i by students and educators, says. i , . i ,. . « . * iiurrey countt y is rc* » » » » d • * ■ > • m ■ *tional set-up isn t it? Bo that as1 Dr. Van Riper. Also available ;it
it may, those are the conditions covering. I he European Recovery the offices are copies of the corn- 
foreign students are working under Program is a long range program pany’s pamphlet. “To Study
from Europe to Asia. while s t studenti need li . ...... .
l.awrentlans are being asked immediate I This pamphlet summarizes the
Here is where the LUC-WSSF educational opportunities available 
program comes in. It is for im- American students in foreign 
mediate relief to the individual. Linris, and contains additional in*
and that will 
not be over- 
nii'ht.
A student 
cannot live on 
air while the 
tr e­
tins week to contribute money to 
the Lawrence United t’harities, a 
local subsidiary of the World Stu-
here — 2 p.m.
Wrestling vs. Beloit here
Sunday . . . . . . .Te Deum lecture — Memorial seminary, a school in Minneapolis 
chapel ¡Following his three year course,
Swimming vs. Milwaukee exten- Pjans to tilkp ” P th  ^ ministry 
sion-there W  is a resident of Appleton.
Thursday I Placement work will be con-
Foreir'n language film — Science tinucd at least unlil tho semester,” 
hall 200 — 6:30 and B:30 p.m. Marshall B. Hulbcrt. dean of ad-
1 ministration, announced.
dent Service Fund, in an effort Funds collected are used to pro- f°rmation on tuition, living costs
to give destitute students in fo­
reign countries a lift. It Is a re­
lief organization frankly asking 
for money. Dollars are the only 
medium through which f o o d ,  
housing, books and medical care 
can lie had in the still down and 
out countries.
Rut doesn't the Marshall pl a n  
take care of that? Emphatically no.
vide books, housing, clothing and nnd admission requirement- 
supplemental rations for students Information in the direc tory was 
All money is from students and fa received from the univ< i si tie list- 
culty for students and faculty. |od* w ‘*^  supplementary informa­
it is a chance for Lawrentians to t*"n from foreign consulates’ ii% 
¡save a life instead of a buildinR n"; United States. It lists the major 
Anyone believing in the value of univer Hies in South Amer ica.^Aus» 
education in moulding a better
W e ’v e  G o t  I t ,  T h e y  N e e d  I t . . . L e t ’ s  S h a r e  It
ratknìq
i %  V /
___f .  3 %
r ' ~>r ^ *1'* ' :'ruc$ &
i^ fFC ^ Sj S Ì Z & zì**.
FRANCHOT TONE
F a m o u s  C o r n e l l  A l u m n u s ,  s a y s :
"E v e r y  time I open a pack of MILDER 
CHESTERFIELDS I kno w  that every one w  ill 
leave a clean, fresh taste in m y  mouth. N o  
other cigarette does that for m e. That's 
w h y  Chesterfield is M Y  cigarette.'
S T A R R I N G  IN
"THE MAN ON THE EIFFEL TOWER1*
kko  RADIO RBLEASB
Af/Mf/t/They're W PS/'At i e /  f #  AAfffi/CA'S C O U fC fSw /m  r*£  t o p  /m a /  /N  spo/frs
W /m  THF H O I IYW OOD STARS
yhe
Cufici« UH  Uuii ft Mum Immum va * By Recent National Survey
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Fraternity Attacks 
Provoke Changes 
At Emory College
Atlanta, Ga. (IP) — Nation-wide 
attacks on college fraternities re-
scribed by Dean E. H. Rece as an 
effort to “make the fraternity sys-| 
tem work.”
To better fraternity-university re­
lations, the letter urged improve­
ment of pledge training, enforce-
tion of expenses and more emphas­
is on scholarship. A new procedure 
for maintaining the university’s
announced.
“ If freshmen get lost in the' 
crowd we’ll have clubs — not bro-i 
therhoods,” Dean Rece warned. Ri­
gid training was recommended to 
keep the fraternity spirit alive in 
freshmen. Enforcement of h o u s e  
rules barring alcoholic beverages'; 
has been lenient recently in defer-
Thursday, January 26 — A. M. Freshman studies, all sections; Greek 13,
Physics 31, Religion 23. Music 21 A. 21B.
P. M. English 11B, 11C, 11D, 11E, 11F, 11G; Government 41, History 61. 
Friday, January 27 — A. M. Biology 51, Mathematics 21, Spanish 1A, IB, 
1C; Spanish 11A, 11B, 11C, 11D; Spanish 21A, 21B.
P. M. Art 39 (at Main hall); Economics 51, Economics 61, English 63, 
English 65, Geology 31, Mathematics 31, Government 21, Philosophy 
13. Physics 11, Psychology 23, Speech 11B (at Main hall); Music 3, 
Music 41.
cently provoked a new program at Saturdayf January 28 — A. M. Economics 13A. 13B; French 1A, IB, 1C, 
Emory university which was de-j ID; French 1 1 A, 11B, 11C; French 21A, 21B.
P. M. Economics 41, Education 21, English 51, Government 45, Mathe­
matics 27, Speech 21, Music 1A. IB; Music 23.
Monday, January 30 — A. M. Anthropology 33. French 51, German 31, 
Greek 23, Italian 9, Mathematics 1A. IB, 1C; Mathematics 11A. 11B. 
P. M. Art 37 (at Main hall); Biology 25, Biology 35. Chemistry 21, Dra­
matics 11, Economics 21, Economics 25, Education 31, English 31, 
Government 11, History 21. Latin 1, Physics 51. 
mcnt of non-drinking rcduc Tofsday. January 31 -  A. M. Art 1 (at Maini hall); Econom ic 33^Enclish
4 1 , Geology 1, History 3, Latin 11, Mathematics 23, Philosophy 33, 
Physics 41. Religion 31.
P. M. Economics 11A. 11B, 11C, 11D; Economics 31, Latin 31, Spanish
rolls of fraternity members w as  41. Music Education 41. , . 1R.innmmrrH Wednesday, February 1 — A. M. Chemistry 1A, IB, Chemistry 11, Chem­
istry 31, English 21, History 11, Psychology 41, Religion 33.
P. M. Geology 21, Philosophy 31. Psychology 11 A, 11B, 11C, 11D; Span­
ish 51.
Thursday, February 2 — A. M. Biology 3, Biology 33. Economics 71. Eng­
lish 11H, Greek 3. History 1, Physics 21, Psychology 25, Speech 11A 
(at Main hall); Music 31A, 31B.
P. M. French 41, Philosophy 11A, 1 IB; Philosophy 35, Religion 11A 11B, 
11C, 11D.
A. M. Dramatics 23, German 1A. IB, 1C; German 
11A, 11B; Gorman 21A, 21B; History 51, Psychology 21.
P. M. Anthropology 13A, 13B; Biology 1, Biology 23, Chemistry 41, 
English 11 A, History 31, Philosophy 15, Philosophy 19.
ence to veterans, the letter contin- * ^’      H* fln i¡tied. But, it says, this condition will 
,be changed “and it may be neces­
sary for someone to get hurt to 
prove we mean it.’’
Mor eand more parents are com- arc not going down, social costs ship requirements for pledge inilia-
plaining about fraternity expenses 'must be cut, the letter warned, tions, the dean’s letter stated that
the dean of students revealed in!- outspending the other chapters is the time to work on freshmen's the letter, Freshmen, he wrote, are1 ;
bginning to ask if it is worth it no Kreat mark of distinction.” grades is now — not two weeks be- 
' Since food, rent and utility prices I Reminding fraternities of scholar- fore finals.
TUI .s lv.Oi l K HAVE OPINIONS. 
FORM YOfltS!
“it is certainly difficult ir. the 
fnirt t of :ill the physical and psy­
chological ailments tint we our- 
F<-lves are apt to be subject to at 
this time of year to worry about 
other people's lack of well-being. 
Put that, by virtue of our human­
ity. is what we are called ii|>on to 
do
Particularly we are asked to be 
concerned about the poor fortune— 
indeed the nmerable fortune of 
young people of college a>*c in vari­
ous backward and ill-favored | arts 
of the world, who do not have 
even a part of the chance we have 
for health and education. And this 
through no fault of their own: they 
just did not hap|>en to be horn 
whore we were born.
Fortunately the World Student 
Service Fund exists and has the 
organization to help these young 
people and is doing a good joh at 
it And we also have an active 
group *»n this campus in the I*’iw- 
rence United Charities assisting in 
th» ir good work.
Your leaders in this charity ar** 
now asking you for help. They 
doing it job that needs to be done, 
and one that we should all be 
anxious to do. They are doing it 
for us. Our part is to get behind 
them. To help them by giving, and 
also wherever we can by spe iking 
up for a good cause
We at Ijiwrence have made sub­
stantial contributions to the pro­
gram of the World Student Service 
Fund in earlier years Tins is sim­
ply to urge you to find out what it 
is and thon to do it again.”
NATHAN M PUSF.Y.
“For us. one of the most com­
pelling (acts about W S S F, is that 
it is the only one of the many ser­
vice organizations devoted exclu­
sively to student aid Granted, the 
Marshall Plan and other service or­
gan ¡rations. such as Care and 
V N N R  A . have given aid to stu­
dents along with the other foreign 
needy populations W .S S F  s ex-1 
istence, however, is a recognition of1 
the fact that the *ttu!rnt population 
of any country is its most important 
human resource, especially in terms 
of the future; and that the develop j 
ment of that resource requires Ihe, 
satisfaction of special needs. These 
stMH-ial needs cannot be’ an.vwnere 
near adenuately met by blanket re- 
lid
Wh it we must face squarely is the 
fact that to no one else are these 
special needs of our foreign follow 
ttudonts us significant as they arc 
to us We alone can have any reil 
idea of the urgency of their situa­
tion. If anyone is to help them, ami 
we know they must be helped, w-e 
are the ones. Their situation is the 
mutual concern of all students, 
everywhere.
We arc fortunate in having 
\V S S F. as the ar.ency through 
which we can help. It is doing an 
intelligent inspired job foi us. We 
enn be proud to call it our service 
organization."
JOHN FILLION,
Here's How LUC Will Spend 
That Precious Dollar of Yours
M aking  plans for the big L U C  drive w hich opened yesterday  
are  A nne Kom pass, L U C  publicity ch a irm an ; Robert Sorenson, 
L U C  so licitations ch a irm an ; and Dorothy W illiam s, L U C  
finance  chairm an.
Kompass, Sorenson, Williams 
Head Three LUC Committees
Apiwinted late in the fall by the 
Lawrence United Charities adviso-i 
ry board to head the “big three”) 
committees responsible for the! 
LUC drive which began yesterday j 
and will conclude Monday were 
Anne Kompass, Robert Sorenson 
and Dorothy Williams.
Miss Kompass, a junior, heads 
the publicity committee for LUC 
which has carried on an extensive 
campaign preceding the drive. A 
counselor at Ormsby hall, she also
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
world cannot very well turn down 
this request for assistance.
The distribution of all good* is 
supervised and the requests are 
investigated by a representative 
in Geneva, Switzerland. Finally 
an executive committee reviews 
all allotments. Assistance is given 
to needy students, regardless of 
race, creed or status.
WSSF is the only foreign student 
relief agonfy recognized by U N E­
SCO and numbers among its spon­
sors the B'nai, B’rith H'illel foun­
dation, the Newman club, the Uni­
ted Students Christian council and 
the United States National Student 
association. Individuals connected 
with the organization include Clar­
ence Dykstra, Albert Einstein, 
Charles Seymour and Clara Shap­
iro.
The "pie” printed else-where in 
the paper graphically shows that 
only 4.3 per cent of the total is 
used to handle the tremendous 
amount of administrative w o r k  
connected with the distribution of 
the funds. The remainder is used to 
benefit the students directly. A 1 1 
work done on the Lawrence campus 
is voluntary and the amounts col­
lected are all audited by a national 
auditing company in New York.
'• ' r"  ; • i<? in our 
hands. The quota set by the LUC 
co.titiiiiu.'e is »o.>ou Is education 
i valuable or isn’t it?
Proper education International 1 y 
might save future kids from buz­
zing off to war some day in a 
I rocket ship.
Fraternity Backs 
"Flunk" Insurance
San Francisco, Calif.—(ACP)— An 
answer to student worries is being 
advanced by Alpha Phi Gamma, 
journalistic fraternity, San Francis­
co State college, as they sponsor 
flunk insurance.
All students on the campus are 
eligible, even the “brains." The 
higher a student’s scholarship, the 
lower the risk and premium. For 
example, an average student pays 
fifty cents for coverage on a part­
icular course. If he flunks, he gets 
a dollar instead of a mere dress­
ing down by the dean. Under the 
plan, dividends — if and when they 
come in will go for a high school 
journalism scholarship.
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Notre Dame Gives 
Vocational Counsel
South bend, Ind.— (IP )—Job coun­
seling for undergraduates and for 
graduates who may be displaced 
by an economic recession is tho 
number one task to be performed 
in the immediate future by the 
Univeisity of Notre Dame and the 
Notre Dame Alumni association.
All members of the board of di­
rectors agree that the basic ser­
vice to the individual graduate i* 
to help him obtain employment. 
This help begins with an intensifi­
cation of Notre Dame’s present pro­
gram of undergraduate vocational 
counseling.
If tne board program succccd^ 
the university efforts will be sup* 
plemcntcd by a national network 
of practical help for Notre Dame 
men through the 106 alumni clubs ill 
every key city in the United States, 
and by a national committee of 
business, professional and industri­
al leaders among the university’* 
alumni.
a member of the pep committee
Probation Out; 
Cornell Starts 
New System
Mount Vernon, la. (IP)—Academic 
or scholastic probation, as it oper­
ated in recent years, has been abol­
ished by the faculty of Cornell col­
lege. In its place was established 
a system of “close supervision and 
counseling."
The new system will be admin­
istered by a standing committee to 
be called the committee an aca­
demic standing This committee 
will have "full power to make its 
own regulations and standards, to 
place people on ‘close supervision 
and special counseling*, continue 
them on, take them off, or recom­
mend expulsion or suspension on 
academic grounds. The only com­
mittee actions which would need 
faculty confirmation would be those 
involving suspension or expulsion.
According to the faculty action 
the term “probation" will be used 
hereafter exclusively in relation to 
disciplinary probation. The faculty 
further voted that “eligibility for 
participation in athletics would be 
wholly governed by the eligibility 
rules of the conferences. This para­
graph of the action revokes the 
somewhat higher standards for ath­
letic eligibility that have been 
maintained at Cornell as over 
against the Midwest conference 
rules.
A further provision reads, “Being 
on ‘close supervision and special 
counseling,’ does not automatically 
cancel any already operative finan­
cial grants in aid from the college. 
However, tho scholastic require­
ments appertaining to any scholar­
ship grants will still prevail.”
• For determining whether a stu­
dent does or does not enter into 
the ’close supervision and special 
counseling status.’ the accumulative 
record, as well as the most recent 
academic performance, shall be 
taken into consideration.'’
and of The Contributor board. She 
is affiliated with Pi Beta Phi.
As chairman of the solicitations 
committee Sorenson is in charge 
of a group of nearly 80 students 
who arc contacting both classmates 
and faculty members in an effort 
to top the goal of $3500 which has 
been set for the campaign.
“ We chose to have a large group 
because we felt that it would be 
more effctivc way of having the 
job done well,” he commented 
when questioned on the size of his 
committee. Scholarship chairman 
for Phi Delta Theta, Sorenson is 
a member of the L club and re­
ceived the Mace cup in his fresh­
man year. He is a junior.
Miss Williams is chairman of 
the finance committee of LUC and 
under her leadership several in­
novations have been made. A new 
bookkeeping system ha« been 
adopted and a program of receipt 
books which will record all funds 
received has been instituted.
A junior and member of Kappa 
Alpha Theta. Miss Williams is a 
member of Sunset and the WRA 
board. She was treasurer of the 
SEC last year.
“LUC is something that’s im­
portant enough for everyone to 
give something whether time, 
money or enthusiasm,’’ she said.
Include Insurance 
In Fees Payments 
Of Carroll Students
Waukesha, WIs. —(IP)— Carroll 
college is beginning a new student 
health accident and hospitalization 
insurance plan.
All students will be included in 
tne plan and the premium payment 
will be incorporated directly into 
the students’ regular tuition and 
fees payments. The cost to each 
student will lie about $5 per semes- 
ter
Allowance for each student per 
day will be 30 days hospital con­
finement at a maximum cost of
3*5 per day. Up to $fi0 a year will 
be allowed for operation, anesthe­
sia. laboratory and X-ray (except
iental) costs. Surgical and medi­
cinal expenses will be covered up 
to a maximum of $1*>0 per year.
The insurance will be in force 
while school is in session, but not 
¡during Christmas and spring va­
cation periods. If after a year <>r 
so of operation it is found th;it 
a substantial surplus is beiru built 
up in the insurance fund, measures 
will be taken to lower the preniuiri 
enlai
Awarding of benefits from the fund 
will ue under the jurisdiction of a 
joint student-faculty committee.
B o d i e s  r e m o d e l e d  .  .  .  
n o  w a i t i n g !
by
Fashioned to give your figure the flattering lines
you want plus the freedom and comfort yotl 
appreciate . . . Jantzen foundations . . . you'll find a 
Jantzen made especially to help your figure 
problem . .  . come see for yourself!
3 . 5 0  t o  1 0 . 0 0
Foundations . . .  Pronge's Third Floor
tf.d'Bicmae Ca
K e p t  I n  P l a c e  b y  
t h e  S t r o k e  o f  a  
B r u s h  . .
aptly describes your hair  
after we have given it our 
new short cut
E u e i c w  B e a u t y  S h o s j s s
225 E. College Ave.
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‘It's Great to be Back1, 
Says Returning Glasner
Long Winded 
Profs Cause 
Of Tardiness?
) IASNER I su^ ec  ^ c^ ass€s held over
There are day* . . . Nothing happened to any of our frarorities during ,*1C bour is a problem continually 
the weird week just before the late, lamented vacation. Some may discussed by the students but sel- 
have become a little animally with nothing doing, but dom brought to the attention of 
we didn’t notice this at all. * j the lending professors. For those,
r / ‘ l Ordinarily, this would stop a social column imme- . . ..f \ diately, but we have stored up some social tidbits for P™'*5 consistently unaware of thejust this sort of an emergency. When one has no newst time allotted them, we have dis-, 
one must just haul off and beat the fistarus out of the tinct categories . . . the well-mean-)
ing enthusiast, the proverbial ab­
sent-minded professor and the talk­
ative egotist.
Least offensive of the three in the
cranisfor to get with it.
It has been quiet lately, but may your despondent
correspondent say that it is GREAT to be back? Oh.
Love, Ah Love
Nothing seems to have happened here either, but
we re sure that the vacation will produce something ] eyes of ihe students is the well-
of interest next week — next week's paper. Love meaning enthusiast who conscious-
seems to be here to stay, but that’s about the only ly retains his students with a sin-
comment possible this week. cere intention of giving them their
Ih lt-i '|iiu i >, it |---——- ---------------  due. There are many times when a
Nothing has really ahppened, but 1-‘veryone can. This leads to the minute or two more would suffice
f . fi . ,i.: time concept of a diversified society, ,u wind up a lectuie or to clear m*e want to t.ike tirm . .it this time. I Up p0jnts of discussion. If it is an
to give all you kids a picture of,somelhin« which everyone should; „cCM ional event, the students do
one of our men. Our boy, Karl Ber- do Not nl* ay*\ bl,t ll ** best ,n not object; when they woefully . . . .  ,>f many inexplicable ways. Strange. ry. will be having the » t ries of „  . _. 1 ...
Ins youth and frolic in February
(this coincides with the end of the
first semester,
hiddrn reason
tnre, C».), due to the lousy triek of 
thr VA in cutting off his subsis­
tence.
Karl has many names, some of .. , .. , ... .__, . . . . .  , ... ... 1 . 1. ..... Ti«.« icourse, we didn t believe this, for members of this classification thei*h ,c h  we enn print. Thn- lollow. ovo k[„,ws that M , r„ n w a ,  , rc ^  awalting ,he
Th.. Barrel. Hormone. B . r m l ,  d(me jn jn a duc, wHh ||(.nry Clay! official end of class 10 to 20 min-
utes before it is due. Our egotist 
... , i Sigma I’hl F.psilon can roar and roar after the ten-of-
. . . . .  *j it u ck i i » I Well, the thought some of con-,--------------------- Ileader of the anti Hugh Rhilds fac- tcmplatlng something reached some a11 who knew him. but of course no 
tor in the IJelt house <Hugh, not „„ .... ;* as un. one knew him because he was all
await it daily, it becomes another 
Bet» Theta 1*1 matter. Regardless of how well-
In th«* course of human events, meaning a prof may be, he asks 
which nr»'vbe the contemplation at times becomes a for and receives time not duc him. 
behind his depar- thing to do- ° ne should K° ahead— | The talkative egotist is not only 
we did, but nothing hoppen. While unduly proud of his vast store of 
we were going ahead, we ran knowledge but usually has a lush 
smack into a fellow who called nim- crush on the sound of his own 
self Martin Van Buren. Now, of voice. In most cases involving
National Advertising 
Exam Scheduled for 
February 18 in Chicago
Saturday, February 18. has been 
announced as the date for the ex­
amination in advertising qualifi­
cations offered each year by the 
American Association - of Advertis­
ing agencies in cities throughout 
America.
This examination is given as a 
public service to those prospective 
graduates interested in advertising 
as a career. The examination con­
sists of two parts. The first, given 
by experienced psychologists, is 
designed to test the student’s gen-, 
oral aptitude and fitness for the 
advertising business.
The second part of the exami-, 
nation consists of elective tests of 
the student’s actual knowledge of 
the various phases of advertising 
practice. Students in this area will 
take the exam in Chicago. The 
cost of the tests, besides travel 
and personal expenses is $15.
Application to take the exam 
must be approved by the central 
council of the AAAA in Chicago
and must be in their hands by Professional Dancer
January 25. Seniors may secure
full information and application Here for Next Convo
blanks from the deans’ office. I T »» • • , ,j La Men, a professional solo danc*
mark and a mere few, if any, will er 0f world fame, will present a 
listen to him.
Our absent-minded professor is a 
victim of circumstances. Chances
got a raw deal f r o m  Strange
Knut/.’. and others too L. K ?>,ranR< *
Moans, *!
Hie brass 
snereligious to mention
program here for convocation next 
Thursday.
Born in Louisville, Kentucky, 
Miss La Meri spent her childhood
.. . , , ,  . * . . . . ... „ __ of us, but we discarded itthe blue Gnu, G>. At last his c“J  jgophi,ticated and unintelligent. This alone in the world. So he stayed 
»nents upon mail delivery ‘»l>Plc- was quitc an ,.ffort We worc think. alone, and no one worried about 
grunt , and the state of the Wis jujjt a mUe wh||e aRQ ag Q him. This was very nice for him
cons in highways will be stilled. mattcr of fact but <o one here because he didn’t want to be any 
Gone forever from the licit house remember what lt was wr trouble at all. Strange. . . 
will be his monumental file of high- wpre thinkinR about Such is lift. Phi Ilelta Theta
way maps, his fatigue uniformi
which he won for serving as an 
air corps machinist’s mate it he
sometimes. Strange. . . 
Alpha (’hi Omrga
In the ordinary events and ar­
rangements of men's lives, it oc-
„  14 . . .  . . .  . . .  And sometimes they would sit casionally becomes necessary to
J? «■«»respondent doesn t say. but togcther sjit.,nly, warmly. The fire,st«P and look about. That’s what 
this presumably means that he won W m c  thenn. the flames throwing we’re doing, but it’s SO difficult, 
it in a game of chance called, if ghadowg upon the wauSt while they!Just the other day. while we were 
you 11 pardon thele x p r e s sio  n, fe clos vr cl Cftpn this looking, wo ran across a herd of, 
•craps G.» his tips on the « • • " »  w««ld last tor hours us the flames Yaks Strange. . . .
* n I * S ¡U. ■ / ' , ' nii’««„i, idied slowly and inevitably to a red M  Beta Phirolleetion »»f Michigan ffHJtball tick- mb<ir ^  they did not see the1 Gee golly whiz. What is the use 
* 1 guess, G ) .  and h i. firr (jit, They were ns one. Strange. !«f working all the time when all
.. . .that happens is what you do? And
Kappa Delta 'another thing, what the dickcns is
It was on a dreary midnight going «« »«> the hinterlands? At 
when Gavin O'Leary first came in times one just has to sit down and 
to the Little Blubbitz. As if it were seek relief from this emotional tur- 
yesterday, which it was. it comes moil. Has anyone any relief? 
back; the dreariness, the awesome Strange.
are students are not so hard on his 
name but are somewhat resentful
anyway. More often he is of a . _ . . . _  .
pleasant nature and takes a hint,1"  Sa"  Antonio. Texas, where she 
the third time a notebook is slam- first became interested in dancing, 
med on the floor. Sometimes such She began her training in 1913 and 
a prof will request that someone has since studied the dances of 
remind him of the time several Hawaii, South America, I n d i a ,  
minutes before class is to end, but North Africa and the Orient, 
he does not do that as often as he! She has appeared in programs in 
should. the United Stales, Kurope. South
These teachers who abuse their America and the Orient, where she 
time allotment take advantage of was the first Occidental to be ac* 
both the student and their col-!claimed by the native public and 
leagues. How many of these same native professional dancers as » 
offenders display a sharply raised true exponent of their traditional 
eyebrow when a student creeps in dances.
late? They are highly resentful of i Miss La Meri has also lectured 
tardiness and at the same time are extensively, and has written sever- 
often the cause of it.—The Cardinal,'al books on dancing styles of va- 
University of Louisville. rious parts of the world.
autographed portrait of Frank Lea*
»IN
We will miss this former O  a k 
l’ark weight-lifter, star dash man 
(there's a good limrick on this, 
|>iit it just doesn’t meet the re- 
«junrments «*f The Lawrentian 
sorry. G.), and mised (this is a 
posrr. Mixed what? Your corres­
pondent. having missed several 
psych lectures, has only a faint 
idea of what the possibilities of this 
area, but well, you know, G > 
Volleyball spiker. He has treked to­
man! Main hall (Yes, G .'. throw­
ing stones at his inscperahle com­
panion. Maxie. t»n his way to his 
regular Thursday afternoon story 
hour
Well, we'll miss The Barrel with 
his bashful reticence and his GOOD 
DKI.T SPIRIT, but we are confi- 
eent that his candid profundities 
mill win him many followers (and 
a few chasers sorry, but is just 
came out of the blue, G.) in the 
insurance business assuming the 
cards are st.»eke»l right. Strange.
P S We thought H1TTLK wrote 
a stinkeroo Strange. . .
I*hi Kappa Tau
We pledged Art Becker a while 
ago. Sometime before Christmas, it 
mas We remember the day, but 
not the d.i*e <o it \v;is a little while 
ago
We had .» pledge-active basket­
ball game a while ago. The actives 
mon. The actives won. Two actives 
refereed the game The actives won 
47 34
We never contemplate, *Mng a- 
boiii, or consider nothin'. Rt.ang»* 
Alpha Delta Pi
We've been considering a lot of 
things lately, and they don't add 
up They don't subtract up either 
This is not very encouraging to 
those who wish to learn by cither 
addition or subtraction, but not
cold, the sheer terror of the inanti­
mate night. Gavin walked in. threw 
off his coat, and thundered at the 
world. Strange. . . .
Delta Gamma
IT’S GREAT Pl’R E B O C K ............
Kappa Alpha Thrta
Not always is it possible to see 
what is in a person’s mind or even 
what the person really is. This is
ii
Once there was a young fellow known as spoofing, and it is confus- 
II«» was all alone in the world and ing. We don't spoof, do you? 
this was a very disturbin * thing to Strange. . . .
Every Entree a Specialty
Our Short Orders
Arc the Best anti Most 
Reasonably Priced
Murphy's Restaurant
219 E. College
T H E
ELM TREE BAKERY
308 E. College Ave.
Students
Im prove your grades by rent­
ing one of our lote model 
typew riters.
FO X RIVER OFFICE 
'  EQUIPMENT 
COMPANY
1107 W . Wis. Are. Phone 4-26U5
___ i\ . t
W e  have ’e m . . .  T h e  essentials
of your courses h ig h lig h te d  i f
a n d  packed  into a nu tsh ell, ^
for q uick  thorough review !
to see th e  f a m o u s  *
C O IIIC E  0 H T IIR C  SC R IES
CONKEY S BOOK STORE
218 E. College Ave.
b  f U D E N T ’ S . . .
L I G H T  N O O N D A Y  L U N C H E S  
SODAS *  SUNDAES •  SOFT DRINKS
SERVING BREAKFAST at 8:15 A. M.
COSMETICS
PRESCRIPTIONS
VOIGT’S DRUGSTORE
134 E. College Av«,
'Geologists Hunt 
Meteorite; Get 
Fossil Bones
A carload of Lawrence geologists 
went out to hunt for a meteorite
L U C  S o l i c i t o r s  L e a r n  
W h y s ,  H o w s  o f  D r i v e
Tape recordings by Lawrcntians 
who have spent time abroad opened 
the initial session for the Lawrence 
United Charities solicitors on De­
cember 14 in Science hall.
With an introduction by Daniel 
Teas, co-chairman of LUC, Lloyd 
Nielsen, Michael Laskowski, Egon 
Trubcnbacher, Robert S t r a n d ,  
George Diamandopoulos and Bitty 
Falvey told of their reactions to 
conditions abroad and of the need 
for American aid.
To further spur solicitors Eva 
Hirsch, a member of the LUC ad­
visory board, showed pictures il­
lustrating conditions on European 
campuses since the war. W. Burnet 
Easton, Jr.. associate professor of 
religion and a faculty member of 
the LUC advisory board, spoke to 
the solicitors on the need for the 
WSSF fund to which all the money 
collected by LUC this year will go 
and of his experiences in other 
drives of this type. Elaine Johnson, 
co-chairman of LUC, told of the 
creation and structure of thc organ­
ization.
Miss Johnson also reminded solici­
tors of the "kick-off” session to be 
hold the night before the drive at 
President Nathan Pusey's home. 
Frank Sulewski, regional secretary 
of the WSSF, is expected to attend 
this meeting and offer last minute 
suggestions.
Koliritor* arr ak follow» Sag* —  Mary 
Ciruhisl»«', hrad solicitor; first floor— 
Mary Alice Wilber and Paula Anderson;
Travel, Work Camp, 
Study Programs 
Offered to Students
Travel, study and work-c a m p  
programs are being offered next 
summer by the U. S. National Stu­
dent association to over 800 stu­
dents. The travel programs which 
go to Europe, India, South Africa 
and South America range in price 
trom $500 to $800.
Work-eamp programs, which cost 
from $375 to $450 are available in 
Great Britain and the Scandinavian 
countries, Holland, France and 
Germany. These programs ;ilso in­
clude study tours.
The study programs are bring of­
fered in Franco and England. Tran­
sportation involved in these tours 
will be by sea and air. The office 
of Erskine Childers, vice-president 
for international nffairs of the or­
ganization is located at 18 Brattle 
Street in Cambridge, Massachu­
setts.
trrond floor — PhyllU Haeier and Mar­
garet Tappen; third floor — Mary l.ols 
Laumann and Jackie Garner; fourth 
floor —• Mary (irubishaw and Htvrrly 
j Barton. Sajtr cottage —  Barbara l.uras 
1 and Revrrly Klvrll. 1
I Sigma I'hi Epsilon — Spence I'oUerj 
and Judson Efgebreeht. Beta Theta PI—
1 John Bus* and Durward Gauthier. Delta 
Tau Delta — Kit-hard Luthin and Kichard 
Dickie. Phi Kappa Tau —  Leonard New- 
endorp and Robert llittle. Phi Delta — 
Itobert McCoy and William Sievert.
Peabody ■— Margaret Wolf. Dorothy 
Cole and «ally Kideout. Lawe — Roger 
< Haekbarth and Arthur Modder. North— 
Gerald llom and Donald Petersen. Park 
! — Mary Strain and Susan Bartel*. L a w ­
rence —  William Tripp and Lloyd Niel­
sen.
Orinsby —  Jane M cNam ara, head so­
licitor; first floor —■ Kllen Sh aw  and 
Audrey (hisw ell; second floor —  P a ­
tricia Nell, Patricia Scott and Alice 
Becker; third floor— Virgiina O  Rourke 
and Sally Tea*.
Brokaw  —  Donald Churchill, head so­
licitor; first floor —  Jam es Patten, T h o ­
mas Warren and William Shook; second 
floor —  Robert Schw ab  and John Ges- 
ser; third floor —  Donald Churchill and 
Hermit K nudsen ; fourth floor —  D o n ­
ald Geldm acher and Ted Hill.
To w n  student* —  Thom as Vanllousen. 
head solicitor; Martha Benton, W ayne  
Weinfurter, Charles I.ittlcficld. Stuirt 
Gallaher. Kenneth DuVal. James llrinritr.' 
Corrine Schoof* and Valeria Schoof*.
Kaaulty —  William Beringer, head so­
licitor; Donald Jones, Nancy Fry, David 
Nirholl*. Robert Strand, Lloyd Nielsen. 
Jeai^ liss and George Chandler. Vet­
erans in barrack* —  Gordon Sperberg 
and Robert Lee.
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Grinnell Proposes 
Mixed Classes for 
Physical Education
recently and returned with a can Grinnell. la.— (IP)—For the first 
full of fossil bones. time in the history of Grinnell col-
It happened like this. An article lege all physical education courses 
appeared in the Post-Crescent de- ’n which it is possible to teach 
scribing a supposed meteorite on men am. women at the same time 
the George Heller farm north of have mixed registration. All the 
Stockbridge. The meteorite was re-,instructors in both the men’s and 
!ported to weigh about 800 pounds, women's physical education de­
worth $2 a pound. Inasmuch as partments are now co-operating in 
, most reported “meteorites” usually this innovation, 
turn out to be something else, the Classes which are given under 
'geology department decided to in- the new program include interme-
jVestigate. ,diato and advanced tennis, golf andA party was organized consisting'^...  .... , . . , _
of Dr. William Read, associate pro- modern and *oclnl danci"K During 
fessor of geology, John Buss. O.K. the winter, courses will be open 
Johnson. Bill Warner, Bob Camp- in square dancing, advanced swim- 
boll and Wally Robertson. When the ming and diving, bowling and bad- 
expenditure arrived at the Holler ¡Minton, .met spring classes are 
farm it took only a few minutes to scheduled for tennis, golf and arch- 
¡determine that the supposed fallen ery.
star was only a stray chunk of Not all sections of each sport are 
, volcanic < rock of a type liberally co - educational. There are still 
¡distributed over Wisconsin by the classes in each sport limited just 
I late Pleistocene glacier. The goolo- to men, and just to women, even 
gists therefore decided to turn their though some sections are co - ed. 
talents to other projects and stop-i The plan is being administered 
pod off for a look around the old by Associate Professor Dorothy 
I limestone quarry east of Sherwood. Pulley, chairman of the division of 
I This quarry was thc source of education and of the department of 
I some ancient elephant bones which physical education for women, and 
were supposed to have come from Assistant Professor John Pfitsch, 
Raton Rouge, La. ( A C P I  — A  a clay-filled crack in the rock into chairman of the activity section of 
feature writer of the “Daily Re- the elephant had presumably the physical education program for
* 4U * n i tumbled some time during the Ice menveille suggests that college girls ,* * Age. | In addition to the classes, a co­
need good beauty schedules to keep No more elephant bones were recreation board will be establish- 
that "come-hither” look. found, but a number of small bones ed this fall to work in co . opera-
“A woman starts getting wrinkles wcre collected which may also be- tion with the Women’s Recreation
____ ‘ long to creatures now extinct. The association in planning such in-
un o ore ead and eyes at bones will be sent to the Chicago tramural activities as mixed tennis 
about 20, most of which could have Natural History Museum for iden- doubles, bowling teams and square 
been avoided by a good health rou- tification. dances and sports nights,
tine and facial control. Lack of( 
sleep, is the chief trouble-maker.
Most girls come through a week of 
late hours looking like an escaped 
zombie from last month’s horror 
show.
; “How do you think the boy of
your dreams would react if you 
greeted him daily with a fierce 
scowl? A smile or at least a habi-j 
tually pleasant expression can 
make much difference in the lines 
of a woman's face.’’
“Skin-care is an important part 
of any girl’s beauty routine. A good 
diet and daily lubrication are the 
best recommendations for normal­
ly healthy skin. An ounce of pre­
vention now is worth more than 
all the beauty cures ever develop­
ed. A coed who sticks to the simp­
le rules »if good health anti ado-, 
quate care for her schoolgirl com-j 
plexion will find it easy to believe, 
her face is her fortune!”
Skin-Care, Sleep 
Aid in Preventing 
Youthful Wrinkles
NOTHING SO
PERSONAL . . .
Nothing So 
Unusually Luxurious 
As Jewelry.
MARX JEWELERS
212 E. College At*.
Dial 4-4247
GO DELUXE 
AT LOWEST RATES
Yellow Cab
Dial 3-4444
Be Sure to 
Visit
Appleton's Sm artest 
C ard , Book and  
G ift Shop
Across From Prango's 
Open Evenings Till B 00 P M
Koch Photo Shop
FILMS
KODAKS
PHOTO DEVELOPING
" Y O U  K N O W  T H E  P L A C E "
J U S T  I N  T I M E
H  E C K E R T ' S
JANUARY CLEARANCE 
S A L E  
N O W ON!
BARGAINS GALORE  
IN A LL  TYPES OF 
SHOES
PRICED AT $4.44, 6.66, 8.88
ALL SHOES REGULARLY 
SOLD AT 7.95 to 19 95
• • •c o m p a n y - H9 e.£0U£6§ • • • 4 Vf¥V§
119 E. College Ave.
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Car'eton, Maca'ester
Are Weekend Foes
Soaring Sinesmen Pitted ! 
With Better 'Rated' Carls
This is a busy weekend for the Lawrence cagers. Tonight the Vikes 
will be in Northfield, Minnesota playing Carleton and tomorrow night 
they move to St. I’aul to take on the Macalcster quintet.
The Vikings will be seeking their second conference win of the season 
tonight. The Carls were picked for fifth place this year, while Law­
rence was slated for last. The Blue and White upset fourth-rated Knox, 
however, and gave high-flying Beloit a fight in losing before Christmas 
vacation.
Grapplers Open 
Season's Card 
With Beloilers
First Vilce Mat Meet 
At Alexander Gym  
Tomorrow Afternoon
First competition on tap for the 
Lawrence wrestling squad will be 
Beloit at Alexander gymnasium to­
morrow afternoon.
Coach Ollie Cison will bring freshmen swimmers. Cherne show 
. „  t u u  , The interfraternity sports pro- a,ong hfa usual weil-balanced teamed his ability by winning the 200
ward Frank Schlaffer, thin year’» gram swung into full action this Heading th(. list of Gold grapplers iand 440-yard swims whHe H a  pke
• n  n  rl «lift •/ i  L. _ _1 : _!_ _- __ __ i.
Last year the Mai/.e lost to Law­
rence 59 47. Coach Joe Platt miss­
es three-time all conference guard 
Jack Thurnblad, but will have last 
year’s regular center, Bob Poole, 
v. ho was expected to miss most of 
the season because of a knee in­
jury.
He alMO has high-scoring for-
Four Sports 
In Full Action 
By This Week
M e r m e n  E n t e r t a i n  
M i l w a u k e e  S t a t e ;  
E x t e n s i o n  Is N e x t
Coach Ade Dillon’s Lawrence swimmers will go out after their first 
swimming victory of the season w’hen they encounter Milwaukee State 
Teachers college in the Alexander gymnasium pool Saturday afternoon. 
Following this meet the team,
led by Co-captains John Wats o n 
and Don Koskinen, will travel to 
Milwaukee to tangle with the Uni­
versity of Wisconsin extension cen­
ter January 11.
Last year the Viking swimmers 
whipped both schools decisively, 
but the Extension team appears 
to be much stronger this season, 
coached by Bill Ritter. In the 
squad’s first meet, Ritter saw his 
team lose to a strong Green Bay 
YMCA 40-35.
Dick Duerr heads a list of six 
major and two minor extension let-
termen. Don Hapke, former Wau­
watosa swimmer, and Keith Cherne 
of Pulaski, Milwaukee, top the
captain, who led the team with*
317 points last year. Curt Carl­
son, six foot three inch forward 
a n d  guard, has shown improve­
ment this year.
Schlaffer and Carlson, in fact, 
me the leading Carl scorers at the 
present time. The Plattmen com-
tension are Kalupa, 60-yard free 
style; Mauer, 200-yard b r e a s t  
stroke; Bluett, 150-yard b a c k ­
stroke; and Roiek, who won the 
60-yard free style, also is enter­
ed in the 100-yard free style. 
Lawrence's hopes rest on Bill  
Furgeson, back stroke, George Col­
eman, 200 record breaker, and Wat­
son and Koskinen. Jack Hogue will 
enter the diving events.
Jabas, Holway 
Win for Phis
Betas Take Second 
In Badminton Tourney
Phi Delta Theta, led by its 
championship doubles team of Don 
Jabas and Bill Holway, won the 
interfraternity badminton tourna­
ment held December 7 and 14. 
They had nine points and were 
followed by Beta Theta Pi with 
seven, Sigma Phi Epsilon four, 
and Phi Kappa Tau and Delta Tau 
I Delta, each with two points. The 
Independents were scoreless.
Sig Ep Bob Hendries accounted 
for all his team s points as he won 
the singles title. He defeated Beta 
Bill Hasbrouck, Phi Tau Larry 
¡Toussaint, Phi Delt Bill Sievert and 
' Ueta Gordy Alston to take the 
, crown.
i Jabas and Holway drew a first 
In the elimination finished before team defeated Lawrence 52-32 round bye, then beat Phi Taus 
. . . ) ! » . *  raCf afternoon the holidays. Coach Bernie Hesel-1 Thursday, December 15 at the Be- Bob Felker and Pete Melchoir and
”,.... ‘ * l. IVni?S I U ,o n  picked the squad that will loit pool. the Beta duo of Don Swenson and
wrestle tomorrow. At 155 pounds The Vikings succeeded in taking Bin Cooley, scoring six points in 
will be either Captain Reed For- only two events. Len Newendorp all, which was two-thirds of the 
bush or Pat Curtain. Don Reinecke ¡swam to a victory in the 50-yard phi Delt total. Sievert picked up
week with four sports, in addition 
to handball, which starts on Mon­
day. These sports include basket­
ball, ping pong, k>owling and curl­
ing. The latter is informal com­
petition and does not affect the 
I interfraternity supremacy cup 
standings.
Ping pong began last night with
is Ed Waters, junior, who will com 
pete at 155 pounds. Waters has been 
the Bucs* outstanding wrestler for 
the past two seasons.
Vying tor the heavyweight spot 
will be Chick O'Neil, junior. Jim 
Swanson, also a junior, and Lin­
ton Keith sophomore. Either Norm 
Greene or Vern Shaffer will 
wrestle at 175 pounds, while the 
other will hand 165 pound duties. 
Seniors Bob Williams and Ed
placed second in the diving event 
Comiskey, a teammate, took first. 
Others who will swim for Ex-
hold down t'.ie 121 pound spot.
the defending champs, Phi Kappa1 
pi ise a team combination, however. iTau, playing host to Phi Delta j 
and there have been no real in- Theta, Delta Tau Delta played 
dividual standouts In games thus at 8igma Phi Epsilon and Beta Comoore »raseraminarfOr”stsrtin*1 
fa. this season. They have beenjTheta Pi against the Independents. * h'ono*„ ;it 145 pounds John Eldred 
finding their scoring power a good In the first round bowling mat- soph0more will probably get the 
deal through deadly accuracy at ches which also started yesterday, no{j ,lt pounds 
the free throw line. the Sig Eps faced the Indies, the | 0 ,;on.s wt at 128 wi„  bc clthrr
tomorrow night the Vikes will Betas met the Delta and the Phi Norm standish cr Jack Paddison. 
come up against a darkhorse Ma Taus took on the Ph: Delts. The both sophomores. Dick Fifield will 
calester squad Last year Lawrence Betas are defending champions.
I»e.it the Scots 55-42 on the Alex- The Phi Del’s and Phi Taus open 
ander gym floor.
Top point getter for the Mars 
right now is lltrve.v Sweeney.
Macalesler was beaten by Carle­
ton December 7 by 14 points 59- 
4.r>.
Vike Coach John Sines will prob 
ably start Forwards Doug Robert- at 1:30 at Pierce park, 
son and Jack Pribnow, C e n t e r '  Monday at 4:15 the handball 
Claude Radtke and Guards Dick schedule logins with the Betas and 
Anderson and Harlan “Fuzzy’’ Hun- Indies playing the first match. Phi 
g»’r. 'Delta Theta took last year's crown.
Beloit Tankers 
Win Swim Meet 
Against Vikings
Lawrence Takes Two 
Firsts; Two Records 
Broken at Beloit Pool
The Beloit college s w i m m i n g
Betas meet at 1 p.m. and the Sig 
Kps and Indies at 2 p.m. The Phi 
Delts won last year's title. 
Curling will begin this afternoon
Lawrence Defeats Lake Forest; 
Vikes Win Holiday Tournament
Avenging s previous 57-42 defeat 
at Lake Forest, the Lawrence 
basketball team trounced
jence Doc Weiske to 10. Radtke went 
out on fouls with seven minutes
thc left and W eiskr who nonrlv h rn k J  BeVf*rly Barton was elected pres-Lakets at the Alexander gym last ident of the newly organized Mod-1
Tuesday 68 45. The Vikes overcame *he r^ rd with 31..............................................¡Carroll, ended up with 17.
free style and the 440-vard relay two and Bill Carleton one for 
|team of Newendorp, Watson. Col- the winners' remaining points, 
man and Koskinen also c o p p e d  Results: 
first place honors. Two pool rec-j singles 
ords were broken when Stu Eggert Bo* “ ‘‘I '®TP? by*j 
division and either Rob Hill or of Beloit swam the 220-yard free|dJ*w (*“SPl;) beat BUI Uasbroack" (BTP>
15-1«, 7-15, 15-11; Larry T»«M»inl (PKTI bye; Elwood llorstman (PKT) by«; Rill 
Ctrltlo« (PDT> brat Dick Kiln* <DTD> 
IS-IS. 1&-S; (lardy Alston (BTP) bye; Bob 
Baltin (SPE) bye.Sievert beat Hill 15-ft, IS-ft; Hendries 
beat Toassainl 15-11, 15-7; Horstmaa beat Carleton IS-14, 1ft-»; Alatoa beat Bal­tin.Hendries beat Sievert 15-10. Ift-t; Al- 
itea beat Hontman Ift-lft, 15-S.Hendries btal Alston 15-S, 15-11. DOUBLES 
Bob Thoatpson-JIm Vriiey (DTD) beat John Anderson-Jim Kruyne (SPE) 15-t, 15-S; Don Sweason-Blll Cooley (BTP)
will handle the 175 pound class.
Ileselton has picked Jim W eb ­
ers, last year's treshman standout, 
for the heavyweight Chuck Van- 
de/ande will hold down the 145
Roman Vanden lleuvel are like- style in 2:24.3, and his teamate 
ly to see action at 136. Tom Newman won the 15-yacd
The remaining two spots, 128 back stroke in the time of 1:41.6. 
pounds and 121 pounds, will be!
handled by Angie Greco and Don C|#a f l a i l s  C | a # | c
Brown respectively.
Name Officers 
Of Modern Dance
Kuester President
Harvey Kuester was elected pres­
ident and Joan Leraan secretary- 
treasurer of the Ski club at a 
meeting December 14.
Plans for trips to Calumet State byet Don Jabas-BiU Holway (POT) by»;
the gym record with 31 against orn Dance club on December 15. park were discussed with time|B*k Feiher-Pete Meiehoir (PKT) bye.
an early Lake Forest lead and led 
at the half 27-21. The Lakers were 
no match for them m the second 
half as Coach Johnny Sines’ squad 
piled up a 23 point victory margin. 
Center Claude Radtke. outstanding 
for the Vikes, let both teams in 
scoring with 24 points.
Lawrence won the holiday 
tournament at the Alexander 
gym December 29 and 30 by 
upsetting Oshkosh State Teachers 
and Itipon in that o-der. Kipon 
beat Carroll 65-45 the first ni^ht 
to gain the fintls and Oshkosh 
followed up with a 62-19 victory 
over the Pioneers the sccond 
night to take third place.
Arden Polzin. social chairman; and turn expected to be about 11 p.m. 
David Stackhouse, publicity chair- The Ski club also plans to help 
man. Membership is open 
interested students.
On December 15 the Vikes were 
handed their first conference de­
feat at Belo't. The 98-ftl score 
set a new Midwest conference 
record for total points in one 
game. This broke the mark set 
hy the Mine two teams at Apple­
ton last year when Iteloit won 
97-73.
The Vikes held a 9-7 lead at the 
end of seven minutes, but Beloit 
took advantage of every mistake 
and led at the half 55-39. With 
the score 97-62 and three minutes 
I left to play, the Golds tried hard 
to go over the 100 mark, but sud- D I ’i F
denly couldn't make their shots. I while Forbush may not be
Lawrence outscored them 19-1 in the biggest wheel on the Lawrence
Other officers elected at the meet-1 for leaving tenatively set at 6:30 V *1
mg were Janice Weller, secretary; p.m. in the evenings with the re- ' ,5*#’choir 7-15, 15-11, 15-S.
Jabas-Holway beat Swcnaen-Cooloy 15-I«. S-1S, 15-S.
PoInU: Phi Delta Theta 9, Beta Theta• ip  W R A  with the nrocram  for the ■'•»"»a. u « »  m e ia  net* Tneiatr.e v \ k a  witn me program tor xne Pl 7 ph| Ep%„#n 4 Phl K a PPa Taa
Winter weekend. |». OHU Taa Delta *, Independents S.
T o  C o l l e g i a n s  R e e d  F o r b u s h  I s  
M o d e l ,  I f  N o t  T y p i c a l ,  L a w r e n t i a n
............... , ................  oie remaimng urne, in spne oi vv ithè first 13 nunutes, but led at thè tjMS baci strci»k Beloit triade an t'*ample of an all-aroi 
half :’9-2rt after a see saw battle. amazing 46 per cent of their shots. man- Not contented wil 
After tymg thè scoiv at 32 all the Center Ron Bontemps led the «titstanding athlete, he
Teachers fell behind, partly be­
cause they missed their free throws 
while the Vikings made theirs. The 
final score was 76-61. Radtke led 
the scoring with 22 points, followed ,.amcs 
by forward Doug Robertson through
The Vikes trailed  ^Oshkosh for th  r ini  tim . I  s it  f campus he is certainly a prime
around collegc 
nth being an 
is a mem-
scoring with 33 points. For Lawr- l'cr oi Mace, was awarded the ju- 
once Hunger had 21 and Radtke 19. nior »poon. was a candidate for stu- 
Following is the I awrcnce indi- drnt bod-v President and was vice- 
vidual scoring for the first eight t’I'airman of Beta Theta Pi socia! 
the holiday tour- fraternity
But Reed rose to fame, if not 
l-j* fortune, at Lawrence chiefly for 
102 his exploits on the gridiron. Not 
H4 overly fast but an exceedingly 
g-j shifty, deceptive runner he has held 
5  ^ down the right halfback post on 
Coach Bernie Heselton’s single wing 
43 attack for four years.
3;) Added to his running ahility 
19 off the rever es, Reed is an out- 
15  standing defensive player and his 
10 work >\.is particularly sparkling 
p when it came to breaking up op- 
8 ponents’ pass plays.
2 The blonde Appleton lad was an 
1 all-Midwest conference selection his 
1 ophombrc year and rated honor-j
guard I'km Boya with 14 each. Doug Plsyer G FG FT PFRitchie, Oshkosh forward. was Radtke 8 38
33
26 30second high with 21 Boy a 8 18 *>7Lawrence got off to a slow start Hunger 8 27 28 20against Ripon. too. But again they Robertson 8 21 14 22took the lead at halftime. The Pribnow 7 17 14 21Rodmen rallied with four minutes Anderson 8 18 11 26left as they trailed. G4-54. They McKenzie 8 18 7 24cut the lead to two points and then Fi led 6 8 7 10
to one with two seconds left, but Tippet 8 4 7 8
couldn't go ahead. Boya scored Nelson 8 4 2 8
seven important points to keep the Haas 3 3 3 3
Vikes in the lead. He ended with Swenson 4 3 •) 7
13. while the other guard. Fuzzy Watson n 1 0 1
Hunger, had 21. Radtke scored 12 Storm *> 0 1 1
himself while holding all con rr- Snuth l 0 1 1 Rccd Forbush
able mention this year. Past presi­
dent of the L club he stands 5-9 
and weighs in at a r o u n d  160 
pounds.
After graduating from Appleton 
high school, where he earned three 
¡letters in football and captained 
the track squad, he went into the 
army and spent some pretty rough 
months with the G3rd infantry divi­
sion in the ETO. After that little 
division he enrolled at Lawrcnre in 
1946, much to the joy of Coach 
Heselton.
The 23 year old veteran is also 
an outstanding wrestler and c o m ­
peted in freshman track, hurling 
the javelin and lii^h-jumping. lie 
is captaining the mat squad for 
the second straight year this sea­
son and us’ially grapples in the 
155-pound class.
Reed is an English major and 
married to an ex-Lawrence coed, 
the former Joan Carlton. When he 
finishes here in June he is going to 
a th .logical seminary at Gbcrhn 
coll. ¿0 .
Bcrnie Ileselton and his wife spent last weekend in California at the 
tournament of roses and the Kosc Bowl game which was won by Ohio 
Staote 17-14. The trip was nude possible by Lawrence alumni and 
football fans following the 1!)4!> season.
Dick Jones, regular forward on Beloit's basketball team this year, had 
a moderately exciting ni;:ht Thursday before New Years. Travelling to 
Beloit from his home to play in a game against Brigham Young, the car 
in which he was riding was side-swiped, took to the ditch and rolled end 
over end.
Jones, unhurt, climbed out of the wreck and talked the driver of tin 
other car into taking him to Beloit in time for the game. His 17 points 
were needed as the Bucs dumped the Salt Lake City (Utah) team 63-61.
Give Students 
Scholastic TiosU
Santa Barbara College 
Thinks Profs Human
Santa Barbara, Calif.—<IP>—Tan­
gible proof that “professors are hu­
man beings" will be handed to each 
male student registering this year 
at Santa Barbara college.
It will be in the form of a 
pamphlet entitled "Some Tips for
Scholastic Success at Santa Bar­
bara College.’’ Compiled and dis­
tributed by the office of the dean 
of men. the “educational tip sheet” 
contains such down-to-earth advice 
as: “A few clock hours with books 
before an exam more than equal a 
tearful session with your professor 
afterward.”
In urging students to plan a time 
schedule, the pamphlet throws out 
the reminder that "time spent at 
the beach does not count as credit 
toward graduation
Acting Dean of Mon William 
Hayes said that the pamphlet was 
devised as a means of helping new 
students get adjusted to college 
life. It offers suggestions regard­
ing study habits, part-time work, 
keeping in good health, relations 
with professors and many other 
aspects of college lift' that have 
produced problems for new students 
in the past.
The administration also released 
details of n course in “College 
Study Techniques” given here. One 
of the objectives of the course, ac­
cording to Dr. Glenn W. Durflinger. 
associate professor of education, is 
to assist students in learning those 
habits, skills and techniques which 
will enable them to do more satis­
factory college work in all courses.
An experimental evaluation of 
the course over the past few years 
disclosed that the goal was being 
achieved, at least to some extent. 
The grades received by 132 students 
in the course were compared with 
those of a similar number not in 
the course. The former had a high­
er gradc-point average, not only
List Two Features 
For Film Series
A double feature is scheduled for 
January 12 as the next campus 
foreign film attraction. The first j 
picture “Time in the Sun” is a 
documentary movie on Mexico, , 
filmed by Sergie Eisenstein, who 
previously produced "Ten Days 
lhat Shook the World,” a picture! 
on the Russian revolution.
The second picture is “History 
of the Film,” beginning with a 
short silent episode entitled "A Sun­
day Afternoon on Brooklyn Bridge.' 
and ending with episodes from 
"Henry V.”
The program will be given at 
6:30 and 8:30 p.m. in Science hall 
200. Tickets may be purchased at 
30 cents each from the presidents 
of sponsoring organizations: Jac­
quelyn Garner, German club: Mur-; 
iel Lindemann, Art association; 
Barbara Mosher, French club; 
Fred Parker, Spanish club; and 
Don Jones, Sunset.
during the semester in which the 
course was given but also in the 
following two semesters.
The method used in the study. 
Dr. Durflinger said, required ihe 
matching of each student who took 
the course with a control student 
who did not take the course. The 
base's for matching were entrance 
status, phychological test results, 
sex, major department, number of 
units and grades in previous college 
work, current course load and year 
of class.
W ARNER BROS.
RIO T H E A T R E  
N O W  —  Thru Tuesday
SPfNlfR
TRACY
MTMRMC
HEPBURN
Leather 
Ring Binders 
Last For 
Years
A L S O .
Notebooks 
Bags 
Luggage 
And Other 
Fine Leather 
Products
uiiniiiAl S
303 W. College Ave.
W I T H  S M O K E R S  W H O  K N O W . . . I T ’ S
o ra m e l s
\ M i l d n e s s !
Y es, C a m els  are SO  MILD that in a < na-t-to-rnast test
of hundreds of men ami women who smoked (iamels— 
ami only darnels— for 30 consecutive «lay.-, noted throat 
specialists, making weekly examination-, reported
N O T  O N E  SINGLE CASE O F  T H R O A T  
IRR ITA TIO N  DUE TO SMOKING CAM ELS!
T h e  P r e s s  B o x
-------------- By GEORGE FREDERICK______________
Betas Increase 
Cup Standings
Volleyball Champs Top 
Phi Delts and Sig Eps
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H o w  M u c h  S t u d y i n g ?
The Lawrence college basketball team, given an outside chance at 
most in its own holiday invitational tournament, surprised nearly evcrv-
one by winning championship honors hands down. After defeating a Beta Theta Pi won the inter­
strong Oshkosh State Teacher college team in the first round 76-61, fraternity volleyball championship, 
a^w-ience pulled its “real" upset in beating Ripon despite their loss to Delta Tau 
by*, • *n ^nafs- Delta in the final round of play.
W t E fr  i P *  CoaC.h^ ohn ®*nes was in his praise for the The win. which gave the Betas 300
■' am • ° *oam *las been oustanding; the boys points toward the supremacy cup 
J g m  aiT working well as a unit and have shown plenty of race, increased their point total to 
sP^ nt an(1 to win.' 800, topping Fhi Delta Theta, next,
f  |  Sines seems to have hi* first six men well set. Jack highest, by 200 points.
I W  * ' H f « «  P ' lbno.w - DouS Robertson and Dick Anderson, a trio The Phi Delts defeated Sigma 
K ,  '• jfcaaa sophomores playing forward, continue to show Phi Epsilon to take third place in 
improvement. Claude Itadtke has shown well at the volleyball standings. The Delts 
» center especially in holding “Doc" Weiske to nine are third in the supremacy cup
points. (Weiske got an additional eight after Radtke race, followed by the Sig Eps, Phi 
left the game on fouls.) Kappa Tau and Independents, in
*Jon B°ya and iuzzy Hunger have sewn up the that order, 
backcourt duties. Both have contributed heavily to the scoring and have. In the concluding matches of the 
displayed aggressiveness in “hawking the ball/’ ¡volleyball schedule, the Delts upset
rn- * a /■* t"\ ! lhe Betas 15-4, 15-1, the Phi DeltsAthletic Director A. C. Denney who introduced curling to the recrea- beat the Sig Eps 15-3, 15-8, and the 
Uonal program last year has had such good luck with the sport that it Phi Taus won a forfeit victory over, 
will be used in interfraternity competition this year. The six groups the Indies.
will form teams which will curl each Friday afternoon. No points will ———— — ——— — — —— — —
be awarded for the supremacy cup, however.
New this year to the rec program will be ice fishing. This sport will 
feature trips to Little Lake Butte des Moris, Lake Winnebago, Lake Poy- 
gan and the Upper Fox river at Kimberly.
Students who are interested in either of these activities are encouraged 
to contact either Denney or Don Ziebell, director of rccreation and intra­
murals.
Clinton, N.Y. <II') — The gen­
eral average of study time per 
day is between three and five 
hours at Hamilton college, a re­
cent survey conducted on the 
campus reveals. An even 30 per 
cent of students say they spend 
four hours a day on the books 
outside of classes.
That, in addition to 19 hours 
of classes a week, brings the 
student “working week” to just 
about 43 hours. Then too. the 600 
men have over five dozen extra­
curricular activities.
Over half the students study in 
dormitory rooms while another 
29 per cent hit the books in fra­
ternity houses. Most frequent dis­
traction reported (24 per cent) 
was “ loud talking within build­
ing. ”
Just over half the students said 
they could study in their own
homes any time they wanted to, 
45 per cent r e p o r t e d  t h e y  
I couldn’t.
The “midnight oil” proverb 
took a beating, however. O n l y  
7.2 per cent reported that they 
I did all their studying at night.
Coe College to Install 
Phi Beta Kappa Chapter
1 Cedar Rapids. la. — A charter has 
been granted to Coe college for the 
establishment of a chapter of Phi 
Beta Kappa, national scholastic 
honorary society.
The charter members of the lo­
cal chapter will be 11 members of 
the faculty already holding Phi Beta 
Kappa keys from other institutions.
Get Bitter
Miiui if we talk to you for a minutes? Thu» won't 
take long.
That’s a good-looking notebook you've got there, 
complete with the* Lawrence crest. Do you know what 
some of the students in Europe are using? Pieces 
of roofing material. That's a good English lit book, 
too Do you know what they use in China for a text 
book? They do without. The profs give lectures and 
tiie students have to get them down on the little 
paper they have . . . and that's it.
There aren’t many books. Libraries were burned 
or bombed or looted during the war. But they’re 
still plugging over, there . . . and three bucks 
■would buy a new text book . . . five dollars would 
pay for a year's subscription to a technical or sci­
entific magazine for a university library.
This isn't a big pep talk about students beiny the
builders of tomorrow You’re a student and you al- g  T h e  L o w re n tia n
ready know that. But just put yourself in their shoes ---------------
for a minute. You want to get an education, you try. 
you get hungry because there isn’t much food, you 
don’t have books. Few materials to work with,
Friday, Jan. 6, 1950
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The Last Lap
If you are a freshman, you are having trouble this 
Week trying to picture and construct a young Danish 
prince while your instructors dissect him. If you are 
Just an average student, you are gritting your teeth 
in class this week and vowing to get some work done 
for a change — because you are on the last lap of 
another semester and the pav-off is only two and a 
half weeks away.
You have been back here only three days now 
after that two weeks of vacation — and now you are 
looking around and trying to figure out what should 
be going on at Lawrence, because you are trying to 
forget that this is another last lap.
Well, the LUC drive is on . . . obviously. So you’re 
asking what the big Idea is. Why arc they calling it 
the Lawrence United Ch.mlies drive when all the
fewer opportunities.
So you give up. You get bitter . . . and spend your 
time and talent just trying to live. And when you 
think what a couple of bucks here and a few bucks 
there MIGHT have done . . . and still people won’t 
give.
Okay. Take the shoes off now . . .  and think it over. 
For an Austrian student who is undernourished, 
$6 65 will buy hot breakfasts for the three coldest 
months of the winter.
Ever stop to figure how much you spend on that 
pin-ball machine, on cigarettes, cokes, dates . . .? 
You'd never miss it a year from now . . . and that 
money will make a big difference to a foreign stu­
dent. Some day that money could be paying big divi­
dends.
How much should £ou give? What do you think?
money will be going into one charity? But you'll give 
and then admit that it seems to be a pretty well or­
ganized drive — they certainly picked some good
solicitors this year.
And the wrestling season opens tomorrow. The 
basketball team is doing better than expected. Girl 
cheerleaders made its debut as a Lawrence institution 
Tuesday night. And maybe you think it’s too much 
like high school and maybe you think it's a good 
thing.
Annie Cox is giving a dance tomorrow night in the 
campus gym and a gym-jam is coming up next Fri­
day. . . A fact-finding committee — or investigating 
committee — of the SEC is reviewing the question 
of student wages, with The Lawrentian and Ariel 
staff members now testifying and reports being gath­
ered from other schools. . . “Hell week" isn't far 
off. “How far should we go? . .
But it's still the last lap.
BV HERBER T  SPIEGELBERG
We, your fellow students on the 
faculty, are genuinely happy to 
help you help your fellow stu­
dents in the world at l a r g e  
through WSSF.
I say “we, your fellow s t u- 
dents” because it is the expres­
sion of a fine democratic spirit 
in academic matters that the 
English word ‘student’ covers not 
only you, the more or less will­
ing victims of our teaching ef­
forts. but also us, the perpetual 
students of masters and truths 
much greater than ourselves.
Perhaps an advanced student 
can remind those of you wi t h  
minds and hearts that are still 
open, of a fact of which you 
might not always be sufficiently 
aware: that by virtue of your 
matriculation as college students 
you have been adopted into a 
family that is more than nation­
al, that you have become citizens 
of the world republic of learning.
This republic of learning knows 
no frontiers. no national sover­
eignties. no special currencies; 
truth knows no barriers. We stu­
dents of the world share the same 
heritage, the same masters, the 
same aspirations and the same al­
legiances.
We are all joint heirs and ben­
eficiaries. There is thus between 
students the world over a bond 
even closer than that of common 
human brotherhood.
Through circumstances which 
certainly have nothing to do with 
your personal merits you happen 
to be born among the younger 
but richest members of this re­
public whose war losses do not
Greek Aims
' E f f e c t i v e  B a l a n c e '  
E x i s t s  a t  L a w r e n c e
BY DON Hit OWN
What is a fraternity?
Many newspapers claim that fraternities are social hangovers . .. 
headaches detrimental to the educational process . . . time consuming 
, . . money wasting. Some people believe that fraternities tear down 
ideals
Many actually believe that fra­
ternities allow an expression of 
criminal inhibitions which would 
otherwise remain latent (e.g., dog 
incident al UCLA, fraternity kil­
ler at Iowa, the front lawn mur­
der at Ohio state, which w e r e  
spread over the front pages of 
Colonel McCosmic’s gas-ette).
The most wide-spread criticism 
of fraternities U  that they d I s- 
crinilnate. . . .
We here at Lawrence have a 
unique fraternity system — I n 
fact, so unique that the system 
has been rated as nearly ideal as 
possible. Consequently, most of 
the problems do not appear as 
great on our campus as at larger 
colleges.
Our experience with the criti­
cisms of fraternities is thus some­
what limited, but we feel that a 
similar situation could he re-pro­
duced on any campus through 
proper attitudes on the parts of 
members.
Ultimately, it is the attitudes 
and ideals of individual fraterni­
ties which make the fraternity! 
Whether a particular chapter is 
good or poor depends upon the 
caliber of its members, and their 
ability to cooperate and to toler­
ate diverse opinions
Fraternities MAY be detriment­
al to education, money-wasti n g, 
time consuming, discriminating. , 
but if organized properly, these 
Unfavorable characteristics can be 
eliminated in favor of the develop­
ment of character and qualities
Realize DG 
Defects, but 
Cite Credits
BV MONA JUNG ANI) F. V A 
IIIKSt II
We would be first to recognize 
that Delta Gamma is defective. 
As active members of DG f o r 
three years, we have had every 
opportunity to examine our group. 
We sec these as major faults in 
the existing system:
1) The element of selectivity in­
to a social group is undemocratic 
no matter from which viewpoint 
it is taken. A girl is accepted or 
rejected not on isolated po i nt s  
such as scholarship or leadership 
but rather as a complete person­
ality. As peers we have no moral 
rii’ht to make such a judgment.
2) The group lias a tendency to 
develop a conceit rather than 
pride in the successes of its mem­
bers. 3) Delta Gamma fail
R i p o n i t e  L a u d s  G .
To the editor:
We wan* Glasner! The staff down here has greatly enjoyed the bit­
ing wit of Glasner’s Greek column. A few of us have even consider­
ed paying him the ultimate compliment of copying his style.
You are lucky enough to have a sparkling, original humorist, it 
would be a shame to see him lose his Greek column and his chance 
to to rib his beloved fraternities and sororities.
BOB HARRAU 
Feature Staff 
Ripon College Days
compare with those of most oth­
er members and whose campuses 
are not in ruins.
We are being envied. And we 
are enviable. We cannot help this 
fact. But we can at least do some­
thing to show that we are not al­
together unmindful and unworthy 
of this incredible privilege.
Some of us can do precious 
little in terms of (he needs. Stu­
dents at all levels are certainly 
not rich enough as a rule to 
make more than a dent in the 
pattern of academic world mis­
ery. But if we are relatively poor 
in our terms, we are still extrava­
gantly rich in world terms. And 
if we can share nothing else, we 
can at least share our poverty.
Some of you may feel tired of 
continuing such endless jobs as 
maintaining tuberculosis hospitals 
in Greece and of helping displac­
ed persons without lasting re­
sults. Well, then, let me tell you 
something about my personal ex­
perience.
I too was once a displaced stu­
dent. In fact, displaced scholars 
from central Europe were the 
first major groups of displaced 
persons. In those days, days of 
heavy unemployment, some of 
our fellow scholars in the world, 
particularly in England and Am ­
erica. were the first to come to 
our support.
It was not the amount of their 
help, generous as it was. that 
mattered so much. It was the 
fact that they gave us the feel­
ing that we are not so homeless 
in the world at large as were 
other refugees and exiles.
The students of the w o r l d  
proved that science and learning 
not only have their own ethics, 
hut that they can make their eth­
ics a living reality. Nothing did 
so much for keeping up our mo­
rale during thut period of political 
alirnship.
Are you de-c^nden: about 
the futility of such gestures in a 
world headed for another disas­
trous world war when not even 
our own skins will be safe? Well, 
if we cannot save our skins, we 
may at least save our conscienc­
es, as far as humans ever can. by 
doing what is in our power as 
students to make this divided 
world one.
These goals may be seem to be 
idealistic, but we believe t h e y  
have been attained to a Uree de­
gree at l«iwrenee.
arouse sufficient empathy among 
members to reali/e the goals of 
the group.
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Urges Curbing 
Canned Studies
Delaware President 
Rips 'Spoonfeeding'
Newark, Del.— (IP)—Less “spoon­
feeding in the classroom” so that 
more independent leaders may 
emerge, was called for recently by 
Dr. William S. Carlson, president of 
the University of Delaware, in an 
address to the Freshman class.
Reminding his listeners that “it 
is our desire to instill in 
you a desire for intellectual 
achievement instead of mere­
ly for a rah-rah kind of life.' 
Dr. Carlson said, "we want you to 
be somebody worth being, capable 
of doing something worth doing, 
and of getting somewhere worth 
getting.
“To become experienced leaders, 
you must first be* independent," the 
fre-hmen were told. “You surely 
cannot be independent unless we 
stop spoonfeeding you in the 
classroom with carefully digested 
lectures, routine drills and recita­
tions.
We cannot call our education 
worthy until we hive the courage to 
require self-discip'ine of you." Dr. 
Carlson declared. “That is one rea­
son why I am so thoroughly sold on 
the honor system.
“We have gone far in the direc­
tion of self-government for the 
student, but much more needs to be 
done. The signs are all propitious, 
however: our students do know how 
to accept responsibility and dis­
charge their obliigations as citi­
zens in an educational community. ’
NEWS BRIEFS
W RA plans an Alexander gym-
jam for next Fri.
Netherlander Dr. Van de Mortel 
speaks to International Relations 
clubist* m Mam H  Wed., 7:30.
